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Plant Description

Handsome dwarf privet with dense habit and rich green foliage that shears well. If not pruned,

panicles of lightly-scented white flowers appear late spring to early summer, followed by black

berries in late summer. An excellent choice for low hedges. Very easy to grow and versatile

shrub. Deciduous.

HEDGING PLANTS

Shrub roses are a large and diverse group of roses. They are usually larger than modern bush

roses and have thornier stems, often with scented flowers. They may repeat flower or flower

only once in summer. Many shrub roses are suitable for hedging as well as making excellent

specimen plants.

Pruning a Shrub Rose. Prune your roses to increase blooming and decrease disease and pest

problems. Do most of your pruning in early spring just before new growth begins, but remove

spent flowers and dead canes whenever they occur. The goal is to keep the center of the

shrub free of twiggy, weak growth.

SHRUB  ROSE

Plant Description

It forms a perfect clump with stunning contrasting colors and beautiful blooms.

A vigorous new sport of H. Striptease.' The leaves are the same shape and size as its parent

but have a white center. The wide, dark green margins contrast beautifully with the narrow

white center (leaf divided into thirds), and there is some twisting. Topped with lavender

flowers.

Plant Description

Italian Cypress trees give height to your foundation plantings without taking up a lot of room.

Transforms any plain landscape. Architects use them to frame entryways, cover vertical

drain-pipes, soften corners and vertical edges and even as elegant property dividers.

You can even plant them in large pots to frame your front entryway or to add elegance to your

back patio or pool.

They grow almost everywhere... require little water, and can adapt to almost any soil type you

may have. They even resist smog and frost damage!

Unlike most evergreens, the Italian Cypress does not grow in a pyramidal fashion. These

popular new trees grow in a narrow, columnar fashion, practically reaching straight up without

ever growing very wide.

When they reach the height you want, just cut the top.

These fast growers can shoot up to 2-3 ft. a year while giving you dense foliage, soft texture

and symmetrical shape.
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Plant Description

Small evergreen shrub, highly valued for its showy flowers. Beautiful, frilly, deep-pink flowers

create a stunning contrast against the dark green leaves. Prefers cooler regions. A wonderful

accent plant.

This medium-sized bushy Rhododendron bears startlingly beautiful flowers. It should be used

in shrub borders for color and ganged along foundations of the house to provide an attractive

transition between structure and garden. Great background for virtually any planting, but best

with contrasting foliage for interest when Rocket is out of bloom. Great hedge material for

natural, unclipped barriers. Powerful enough to stand alone as a gorgeous single accent.
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